
WILSON´S INTRIGUING WORLDS –  
WITH TEXT AS CONTEXT 
 
Robert Wilson's world premiere opened Saturday the 4th of March at 
Det Norske Teatret in Oslo, Norway.   
 
Exclusive, directly from Oslo, Norway, see picture as enclosed, from 
the premiere this evening. 
 

 
 
Photographer: Kunstbevegelsen. 
Wilson is here surrounded by his Norwegian team, after a successful premiere at Det Norske Teateret. 
 
Other photos, photographer: Lesley Leslie-Spinks 
 

 
Robert Wilson performing Edda,  
with text as context, re-written by Jon Fosse. 
 
:::::::: 
 



On the brother-murder per se, as causing an apocalyptic 
disruption of the world-order 

::::::::  

 
With:  

•   Director, scenographer, lightdesigner: Robert Wilson   

•   Text: Jon Fosse   

•   Music: CocoRosie og Arvo Pärt   

•   Costume design: Jacques Reynaud   

•   Co-director: Ann-Christin Rommen   

•   Co-scenographer: Serge von Arx   

•   Co-lightdesigner: John Torres   

•   Mask/ make-up design: Manu Halligan   

•   Co-costume design: Alexander Djurkov Hotter   

•   Dramaturgist: Carl Morten Amundsen   

•   Music producer: Valgeir Sigurdsson   

•   Scenography assistant: Mari LB Kamsvaag   

•   Director ́s assistant: Desiree Vaksdal   

•   Dramaturgy assistant: Kristoffer Spender   

 

Actors:  Henrik Rafaelsen (Odin), Gjertrud Gynge (Volven), Renate Reinsve (Frøya), 
Joachim Rafaelsen (Ty), Tirill Heide-Sten (Gygra), Frode Winther (Tor), Sigve Bø (Brage), 
Marianne Krogh (Frigg), Ola G. Furuseth (Frøy), Paul-Ottar Haga (Heimdall), Eivin Nilsen 
Salte (Loke), Unn Vibeke Hol (The false Volven), Jon Bleiklie Devik (Hyme)  	 

	 

	 

	 



Robert Wilson's world premiere of Edda opened Saturday 
the 4th of March at Det Norske Teatret in Oslo, Norway  

 
 
Wilsons expansive career as an international director and conceptual 
artist, is remarkably and counts endless productions world wide since 
his breakthrough in NY, in the early 70´ies. Through his impressive 
career, working with amongst other highly profiled artistic capacities 
such as composer Philip Glass, author Susan Sontag, artist Marina 
Abramovic, and musicians like Tom Waits, Lou Reed, Lady Gaga, 
you name it.  
 
 
Norse mythology 
With his recent premiere with his show EDDA, this Saturday, based 
on Norse mythology, we are introduced to the viking cult´s human 
gods, a pagan religion that diminished around year 1030, when 
Norway was christened.  
 
In Wilson´s visual performance we are pedagogically correct being 
introduced to some of them, Volven, Odin, Tor, Loke, Frøya, Ty, the 
tree Yggdrasil, and Midgårdsormen amongst other, in a play that of 
course ends up in hell´ish Ragnarokk, faithful to the original story. 
 
Based on the first written version of Edda, the early text Codex Regius 
from the 11th century and the text by Snorre Sturlasson, from 12th 
century, re-written into a modern language and content adaptation by 
the Norwegian contemporary writer Jon Fosse. Translated from 
Icelandic into Norwegian language (to ´nynorsk´, one of the two 
official written variations of the language Norwegian´s official 
language forms - the other written variation of Norwegian is ´bokmål´, 
the lingo that most Norwegians speak, statistically seen. For the sake 
of the order, Samí language is the other official language in addition 
to the Norwegian language.) 
 
 
 



Meditatively beautiful tableaus vs rock´ish musical  
In a timewize strikingly beautiful scenography, as a prolonging of the 
choreographed movement and voice work of the eager, and some 
rather skilful performers, like the Frøya character for instance, who is 
exquisitely charming, amongst others. The visual performance as here, 
succeeds in both entertaining and surprizing, leaving the minimalistic 
concept for a while, in exchange for a broader accessive and slightly 
less high-brow artistic profile, than earlier works tended to lean on. 
 
Historically speaking about Wilson´s work, as early seen as from his 
Einstein on the beach production to music by Philip Glass at BAM, 
that I had the pleasure to observe in the late nineties, a typical 
meditative and almost hypnotic athmosphere with precision and 
perfection as method. In this 2017 production, there seems to take 
place a traceable attempt, to get closer to the more rock´ish style 
manner, that I recognized in his Copenhagen production Woyzeck, in 
collaboration with Tom Waits, at the Danisch theater Betty Nansen, 
already in the year 2000.  
 
I am happy to have seen both these productions, as well as his Ibsen 
production Peer Gynt (2005), visiting NY/ BAM in 2006 (also then a 
co-production with Det Norske Teatret), and other of his Ibsen 
presentations as well, for instance the Lady from the sea production, 
with re-written manuscript by Susan Sonntag. By also visiting some of 
his rather structured and formulated, informative exhibitions, as the 
installation in Copenhagen at Kunstindustrimuseet in 2000 with the 
striking title ”Anna didn´t come home that night”, it is clear that he 
amusingly is still able to change, re-new and surprize, which is basicly 
concidered good.  
 
 
Inclusive entrances 
I wish to elaborate on, emphasizing the tendency that emerges, 
through observing a few of Wilson´s passages and shifts over time, it 
is tempting to say, that Robert Wilson could be said to perform within 
2 main-directions, one: minimalism and exquisite precision when it 
comes to the scenography and performers action, with what could be 



seen as with an Asian influence, and then on the other side, he can be 
performing a quite rocky etiquette.  
Before, he more or less used to split the two in different productions, 
now, in his fresh premiere Edda, he combines the opposite qualities, 
more clearly, in one piece. This can of course reveal a conflict of 
interests, for a Wilson audience who prefer one qualitiy over the other, 
thus in this performance, there are enough dimensions to satisfy many. 
 
 
Global visual performance and conseptual artist 
A performance twist, that is said (due to youtube clips) also to have 
happened in 2015 in Moscow, where he as well presented his 
preferred music band CocoRosie as a catalyst to bring through a 
different quality to then Puschkin´s literature, in Wilson´s 
performance there. 
  
In his 2017 performance Edda, he presents CocoRosies songs 
belonging genre-wize to a rather rough, musical-rock repertoir, with 
as many as 11 of their tracks performed, more or less like in a 
musical- or film-ish way, with the singing characters bearing 
references to both Lord of the rings characters, and other animated 
film looks. 
 
 
Entertainment Industry 
My point here, would be that he now communicates through several 
more entrances, with a commercialized buziness touch to it, appealing 
to the broader masses, including larger ticket sales perhaps, to reach a 
different – and younger? audience than before. Who can blame him. 
 
At the same time this is also a more including strategy, though 
implementing a less exclusive single typical old school one master 
signature on the oevre, parts seems more of a collective choice, as a 
result of having younger generations of assistants with him, that 
clearly embraces filmatic references as mentioned, such as Edward 
Scissorhand, Charlie´s Chocolate Factory, Games of Thrones, etc., 
that obviously here are of central aesthetical inspiration, read: 



costume- and make-up/ hair wize references, to be concidered. The 
lightdesign developed in relation with the performers is flawless. 
 
 
Some highlights                                                                                
Frøya (Renate Reinsve) is exquisitely charming, helplessly moving 
like a happy but bewildered girl, still elegant, truly touching, both in a 
duet with a for the occation rather sleezy Frøy (Ola G. Furuseth), and 
in her own figure. As being asked by the gods to marry someone she 
is not comfortable with, is resulting in letting the god Tor with the 
hammer enter the wedding in her place, as else her integrity would be 
concidered threatened. In this way also the hammer is brought back to 
Åsgård, to the gods ́satisfaction. Frøya is adding style and elegance to 
the performance, with her model-like appearance.  

The protagonists, Volven (Gertrud Jynge) and Odin (Henrik 
Rafaelsen) are performing with great mastery and perfection. As the 
clair-voiant Volven, is constantly whispering with a quick and 
repeating worried child-voice on the edge of hysteria, spiced with 
abrupt laughter, going on and on, warning about the destiny of ill will 
that the central conflict in the Edda writings causes; the brother-
murder of Balder the good, in Wilsons play exemplified by instead 
Odin being hit by an arrow, then symbolized by him hanging up side 
down from a tree. These are very effectful imageries and underlines 
the serious meta-story that surrounds the theatrical plot here, with 
reference to Midgardsormen in the original text, a snake indeed 
surrounding the common people and the masses, within Norse 
mythology.  

Tirill Heide-Steen is in her role as Gygra, given a chance to present 
her great voice and interprets the CocoRosie repertoir quite perfectly.  

 
Iconic 
Robert Wilson is at the same time stilistically re-producing his own 
artistic high-lights into the production, scenographic and 
choreographic moments that are recognizable from earlier works, 
which here causes a glamourous effect of patina.  



As an example, in the final section he presents a picture that gives 
remembrance of Mother Åse and Peer Gynt, from his Ibsen 
performance Peer Gynt (2005), and the exposure of the iconic chair in 
the air, and hanging houses are both pictures with reminisences from 
way back to early productions such as Einstein on the Beach (1976), 
to mention some. When that is said, it is surprizing to suddenly see a 
performance by Robert Wilson, as this new production Edda, that at 
the same time, so naturally could be promoted as a musical, in this 
way he is gaining new territory in the artistic field.  
 

Modern times 
Encouraging an audience, possibly including everyone from school-
children to elderly via some electronica club concert scene audiences, 
- due to when Odin in the end, whith quite robotic moves to a 
somewhat eclectic dubstep music genre, this could bring a whole new 
audience to the theater. Quite surprizing actually, seen from a more 
classic Wilson performance perspective, somehow.  
 
On the other side, during the cowboy scene, where Frøya ́s could have 
been future husband, not, is running after her, she is then suddenly 
becoming a man, replaced by Tor, though still being run after, is 
vaguely suggesting some same sex liaisons. The woolf-debate is 
slightly focuzed upon, as Wilson places this loudly howling animal 
right on stage in a society where the woolf issue – to kill or not to kill 
- is such a current tense trauma, causes laughter among the audience, 
it loosens up. The performance unvail political engagement to a 
certain degree, also by the incident that the crew, where several are 
quite grown-up performers, were also performing in the Ibsen 
production Peer Gynt back in 2005. That is to be read as an empathic, 
near feministic action from him as a director, due to the tendency that 
being able to maintain a lifelong career on stage, is unusal in today ́s 
globalized culture industry.  
There is in general a quite satiric edge to this performance, spread all 
over, as commenting upon our current world of today, that makes the 
performance spirit appear vivid and up to date.  

 



The Robert Wilson signature                                                               
The Robert Wilson signature seen as here, embraces a coalition within 
the meditative, minimalistic scenography, including beautiful stage-
shift installations of smoke and skies, adding the legendary Arvo Pärt 
into this universe - that is maintaining a stringent contemporary 
athmosphere, contrary to Pärt bringing in elements of Wagner ́s more 
apocalyptic symphonic discourse. These qualities projected vs the 
director´s choice of a rock musikal ́ish show concept appearance, then, 
what could possibly be missing in this rainbow of effect-dimensions?  

This is a great opportunity for a younger audience, to experience such 
a cacaphony of historical and current impressions, an epos in itself, 
and observe the super-control behind all these elements mixed, by this 
long standing art legend Robert Wilson, one and only.  

 
 
Monica Emilie Herstad 
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http://www.robertwilson.com/woyzeck/ 
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